
News from EMC environments
 

EMC is committed to making this year one of great strides for 
all our students. The adults are working hard to support them 
through any challenges and interests, and we take this 
opportunity to thank them for their efforts and to thank you 
parents for your continuous support.

Smooth take-off for our 
Toddlers & Primaries
We are off to a wonderful start to our new school year. We 
sense a peaceful serenity within our school walls, which is 
certainly thanks to your precious cooperation, support and 
confidence. 

It is important to point out that even though many of the 
children attended school last year, for some of them this is still 
a brand new experience: a new classroom, a new teacher and 
new classmates. 

Our adaptation program keeps the developmental age and 
emotional wellbeing of your children at the forefront of the 
process. As the days progress, each child will gain confidence 
and, sooner than you may believe now, each child will be 
coming in the morning eager to start their day. Please trust that 
we understand the mixed emotions you may be feeling, and 
we will be caring for your child with joyful gentleness and love. 
Thank you for your patience and confidence in this process.

With this in mind, here are a few tried and true “tips for 
parents” to help make the first weeks of school full of positive 
memories.

• Remember that 
children pick 
up on parent’s 
emotions and 
feelings. If you 
are calm, assured, 
show confidence and 
are at ease with the 
separation, your child will 
feel this as well and will adjust 
more easily.
• It is best to have a routine that you will follow for the 
remainder of the school year.
• When it is time to leave, say “good bye” and leave promptly. 
The longer you linger, the more difficult the separation. 
Perhaps say, “See you later!” as you are leaving. 
• It is not unusual for children to cry or be hesitant at first. If 
they cry, we will comfort them. If we cannot calm them after a 
reasonable period of time, we will call you.
We hope that these few words help to make each of you (and 
your children) feel more at ease with the start of the new 
school year. It is an exciting time and is just the next step of the 
continuing educational journey.

The entire EMC staff is looking forward to a most enjoyable 
school year.  If you have any questions or concerns, please be 
reminded that we are available to assist you.

As always, we thank you for entrusting us to provide the best 
early childhood education for your special gift, your child. We 
are all full of energy and enthusiasm that this year will be 
another step toward their growth and independence.

Studious energy in the 
Elementary 
Our elementary students are off to what could be described as 
an intense start of the school year. 

In order to best meet our students’ exact needs, the 
Elementary team has dedicated the first school weeks on 
assessments of the following: reading ability / 
comprehension, numerical understanding / mathematical 
concepts.

Our goal is to support each child to progress at his/her own 
pace, and these assessments help to serve this purpose by 
ensuring individualized objectives are set, and targeted 
lessons/practice are offered to those who need more help.

There is a reigning sense of purpose and hard work as you 
stroll around the environments. Students are focused and 
engaged, and fully conscious in their responsibilities towards 
themselves as learners.

Life @ HOY
We have launched the school year with community 
discussions about this years’ expectations, followed by a 
series of team building activities on the first day. The students 
have then been offered the opportunity to brainstorm and 
contribute to the design of this work and study, and have 
delved into lessons, assessments, and writing assignments. 
The mornings have been extremely calm and productive, with 
a palpable energy of purpose, drive, and responsibility. 

Their days have been rhythmed by intense lessons and 
practical work in the afternoons. The students seem to find 
great satisfaction in their learnings, and put in much efforts 
into their academic progress, personal development, as well 
as the enhancement of their overall community. 

The students have greeted their former teachers with great 
enthusiasm, and have embraced the new additions to their 
community. One of the highlights has been the swimming 
lessons with a Moroccan Champion, Mohamed Amine Hariba. 
They are thoroughly enjoying the sessions and have witnessed 
much improvement in their swimming abilities already.

Our eldest students are preparing their British IGCSE 
examinations, and the tone for hard work and productivity is 
tangible. It is beautiful to see them commit to their future with 
such eagerness and maturity.

Until we meet again
After more than three years of dedicated service to EMC, its 
children, its staff, and its parents, we had to make peace with 
the idea of letting go of our dearest Tianka Scott Morrison at 
the end of September. Tianka has guided our Rose environment 
with much grace, and has been instrumental in supporting 
EMC through various challenges in the past years. Tianka has 
been the workforce behind the scenes of our COVID program, 
our restructuring for the British accreditation, and the best ever 
MC in our team-buildings and CommuniTeams event – as many 

of you have witnessed first-hand. 
Tianka’s country, Jamaica, is calling 

her for an important mission to 
serve her people, and we can 
only wish her much success in 
her new endeavors. That said, 

we are adamant that our 
paths will cross in the 

future, and look forward 
to our reunion.  

Diversity @ EMC
EMC proudly unites 24 nationalities in its 2022-23 family! 

Emc beach clean-up
EMC 2022-23 launched with an eco-responsible community 
action and fun! Thank you to all our wonderful parents, staff 
and children for rolling up their sleeves towards a much 
cleaner beach!
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Aid El Maoulid
October 9th & 10th - Movable holiday

Toddler/Primary/Elementary
Parent Conferences (No-School)

October 20th & 21st

Fall Break
October 22tnd to 30th

Mark your
Calendars !


